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EDITORIAL 

This volume of the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society is the first by a new 
editor. I would like to thank, both the previous editor, Sarah Bendall, and the present officers 
and council members for their support and assistance. 

Alert readers will observe that the style has been changed somewhat to simplify it and 
to bring it in line with the more usual modern practice, 

This volume is predominantly archaeological. It is my hope that forthcoming volumes 
will also include papers of wider interest. I encourage our members - and others interested 
in Cambridgeshire - to submit papers with the kind of material they would like to read. 
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Little Paxton Quarry, Diddington, Cambs.: 
Archaeological Excavations 1992-3 
Second Interim Report: The Southwest Area 

Settlement and Activity from the Neolithic to the Iron Age 

by Alex Jones 

with contributions by Lynne Bevan, Stephanie Pinter-Bellows, 
Rebecca Roseff & Ann Woodward 

Introduction 

This report presents an interim summary 
of the results of the second stage of an on-
going programme of archaeological inves-
tigations at Little Paxton Quarry, Diddington, 
Cambridgeshire (Figs. IA-B; centred on NGR. 
TL202651), undertaken by Birmingham Uni-
versity Field Archaeology Unit on behalf of 
CAMAS Aggregates Limited (formerly Eng -
lish China Clays Quarries Ltd). The second 
stage investigations , described here, involved 
the evaluation of a cropmark settlement focus 
located in the southwest zone of the quarry 
concession (Jones 1992), followed by area 
excavations here in advance of quarrying 
(Fig. 1C). The results of the first stage in-
vestigations, which involved the excavation 
of a complex of Romano-British enclosures, 
were summarised in the First Interim Re-
port (Jones & Ferris 1994). 

In this report the results of the evalua-
tion and excavation stages will be conflated 
to form a single account. 

The Site and its Setting (Figs. IB-C) 

These second stage investigations were lo-
cated in an arable field to the west of the 
present quarry workings, and lying to the 
southeast of the village of Diddington. The 
area lies approximately 1 km to the east of 
the River Great Ouse, on the first to sec-
ond river terraces, which here comprise cal-
careous gravels overlain by alternating bands 
of unsorted angular stones in sandy clay 
and sand. The ploughsoil above is a sandy 
clay loam, or sandy clay, with approximately 

30% clay content and a high pH. The river 
terrace gravels are probably Devensian in 
date (Rogerson 1986),  while the overlying 
bands are possibly early post-glacial. 

The excavated area lies at between 13.0-
13.2 m AOD, and was probably above the 
watertable from the date of the earliest ac-
tivity recorded here, although the area to 
the east, which adjoined a stream, may have 
been waterlogged. The main cropmark fea-
ture in this southwestern zone of the quarry 
concession was a cropmark enclosure (Fig. 
IC, south of Tr. 30); other undefined cropmarks 
plotted to the north of this enclosure were 
interpreted as forming parts of further en-
closures or of field boundaries. 

Methodology (Fig. 1C) 

In the southwestern zone of the quarry, evalu-
ation of the unidentified cropmark complex 
to the north of the cropmark enclosure (Fig. 
IC, Tr 29-31), by geophysical survey and 
trenching, identified ditches containing pottery 
of Middle-Late Iron Age date. In addition 
to the plotted cropmarks, other smaller ditches, 
gulleys, and post-holes were also recorded. 
A total of 35 test-pits (not illustrated) , each 
1.6 m square, was machined at 20 m in-
tervals in the area of this cropmark com-
plex. Each was machined to the base of the 
ploughsoil, and approximately 50% of the 
spoil from each test-pit was hand-sieved to 
test the density and distribution of arte-
facts in the ploughsoil. 

Excavation was initially targeted in two 
contiguous areas, the northernmost measuring 
80 m square, the southernmost measuring 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society LXXXIII pp. 7-22. 
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Little Paxton Quarry, Dicldington, Cambridgeshire 

60 m square, both areas being positioned 
to include the majority of the plotted cropmarks 
in this area. The southernmost area was 
subsequently extended eastwards, to inves-
tigate the possible continuation of Neolithic 
features into this area. Excavation was un-
dertaken in two stages, the first in June 
1993, the second in October-December 1993. 

Excavation was intended to define the form 
and sequence of the enclosures and other 
cropmark features within this settlement 
complex, and to determine the site's changing 
function and economy. Of particular impor-
tance was the potential for future comparison 
of the structural and economic data from 
this Iron Age settlement with data from the 
remaining Iron Age settlement zones iden-
tified within the quarry. The integrated analysis 
of these settlement zones could also con-
tribute to a broader, multi-period, landscape-
based study of the changing patterns of 
settlement and economy in the River Great 
Ouse valley, and in other river valley envi-
ronments. 

The ploughsoil within the excavated area 
was removed by Euclid box-scraper under 
archaeological supervision, to expose the 
upper gravel horizon, later cleaned by JCB 
excavator and by hand. Ditch intersections 
were dug to define the chronological sequence, 
and further lengths of ditches were exca-
vated to identify their form and fill sequence, 
and to sample the ditches as widely as possible 
for artefactual and palaeoenvironmental evi-
dence. Of particular importance was the in-
vestigation of features of Neolithic and Bronze 
Age date, and such features were targeted 
for more intensive sampling, which included 
the excavation of features in controlled spits 
and the total recovery of feature backfills 
for sieving, to maximise the recovery of ar -
tefacts and ecofacts. All pits and post-holes 
were examined in half-section. 

All prehistoric well-stratified and datable 
contexts were sampled objectively to recover 
charred plant remains and small bones. A 
minimum sample of 20 litres of soil from 
each context was flotted on-site during the 
excavation to allow the supplementary re -
sampling of those contexts which contained 
charred plant remains on an informed but 
judgemental basis. 

The Archaeological Sequence  

excavation analysis, which provided spot-dating 
of the flint artefacts and pottery. This provi-
sional sequence of activity is defined as follows: 
Phase 1: Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age 
Phase 2: Early Middle Iron Age 
Phase 3: Later Middle Iron Age 
Phase 4: Late Iron Age 
Phase 5: medieval or post-medieval. 

Phase 1: Late Neolithic and Early 
Bronze Age (Figs. 2-4) 

Late Neolithic 

The earliest activity comprised three irregular 
clusters of features, predominantly post-holes, 
cut into the gravel subsoil, located in the 
southeast sector of the excavated area. 

The southern group of features comprised 
three flat-based small pits, or post-holes 
(F342-3, F346), with near vertical sides, and 
measuring between 0.2-0.7 m in diameter, 
and between 0. 1-0.3 m in depth. 

The western group comprised two gulleys 
(F380-1), a pit (F389), measuring 0.8 m in 
depth, and two small pits or post-holes (F387-
8). A further small pit or post-hole (F361), 
located 20 m south of pit F389, may be as-
sociated with this group. 

The northern group of features comprised 
a cluster of small pits or post-holes (F325, 
F331, F350-3, F357), which appeared to be 
similar in fill and form to the southern group, 
except that this northern group appeared 
to have been more severely plough truncated; 
the maximum surviving depth of the latter 
group was 0.1 m. 

The southern group of features was back-
filled with a charcoal-rich dark grey sand-
silt. Sherds of Peterborough Ware were found 
in features F342-3, while feature F346 con-
tamed Beaker fragments; all three post-holes 
also contained flint artifacts. No artefacts 
were recovered from the northern group of 
features, despite the extensive sieving of their 
backfills; accordingly this group is attrib-
uted to this phase on the basis of the re-
corded similarity in form and backfill material 
between the northern and southern feature 
groups, as well as by the absence of later 
artefacts. The western group of features was 
backfilled with silty dark grey-brown sand, 
and contained flint artefacts but no pottery. 

Elements of five distinct phases of activity 
were provisionally identified during the ex- 
cavation and subsequent preliminary post- 

Early Bronze Age (Figs. 2-4) 

Two roughly circular features (Structures 1 
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and 2) were dug into the gravel subsoil af-
ter the disuse of the Late Neolithic post-
hole complexes. 

Structure 1 comprised two curvilinear 
gulleys (F398-9) , probably associated and 
together defining approximately two-thirds 
of the circumference of a circle. The north-
ernmost gully (F398) was flat-based in profile, 
measuring a maximum of 0.07 m in depth 
and 1.1 m in width. The southernmost gully 
(F399) was flat-based, except towards its 
western terminal where it became W-shaped 
in profile. The latter measured 0.15 m in 
depth and between 1.2 m and 0.5 m in width, 
at its western and eastern limits respec-
tively. Both gulleys appear to have been dug 
in sections, with slight changes in angle. 

The western entry gap of Structure 1 
measured 3 m in width, and contained four 
post-holes (F407, F448-50), which may have 
been contemporary with the structure. Post-
hole F407 was dug in the centre of this en-
try gap, and features F449-50 were dug in 
line with the former and at an oblique an-
gle to the apparent main axis of this en-
trance. The fourth post-hole of this group 
(F448) was positioned opposite post-hole F449, 
and 1 m to its north. These irregularly-shaped 
post-holes measured between 0.5-1.0 m in 
width and between 0.3-0.7 m in depth. 

There were no other identifiable features 
within the interior of Structure I , nor was 
there any trace identified of a gulley, or post-
hole alignment between the recorded east-
ern termini ofgulleys F398-9, despite repeated. 
cleaning. The shallow depth of the north-
em gulley (F398), and the absence of a clearly 
defined eastern butt-end, may suggest that 
its eastern continuation had been scoured-
out by plough truncation. In contrast, the 
original eastern terminal of the deeper-cut 
southern gulley (F399) was clearly defined 
at excavation. 

Structure 2 (Fig. 5) was oval in plan, meas-
uring 8 m in diameter along its longest axis, 
which was aligned northwest-southeast. This 
structure was defined by a gulley (F401) which 
may have been cut in sections, with slight 
changes of angle. This measured an aver-
age of 0.6 m in width and 0.3 m in depth. 

An entry gap, 2 m wide, located on the 
eastern side of Structure 2 , was further defined 
by an arrangement of post-holes, cut just 
inside the line of the two eastern gully ter -
minals. These post-holes (F420-1 to the north; 
F422 to the south: not illustrated) may have 
defined the position of the timber uprights 
probably framing this entrance. The only 
other internal features identified were two 
stake-holes, positioned inside this entry gap 
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(not illustrated). Two features of natural origin 
were also sampled within the interior of this 
structure. 

There was no evidence within the exca-
vated area of a contemporary enclosure con-
taming Structures 1 and 2. 

The Structure 1 gulleys were infilled with 
dark brown silt-clay-sand (F398) and dark 
brown silt-clay-sand (F399) . The fills of the 
Structure 2 gully (F401) were a dark yel-
low-brown sand-silt throughout. The pot-
tery from Structures 1 and 2 comprised soft 
black laminated fabrics of Early Bronze Age 
type. 

Phase 2: Early Middle Iron Age (Figs. 2-4) 

The earliest excavated features of Iron Age 
date comprised an enclosure, a well, and a 
group of ditches located in the east of the 
site. 

The main feature of this phase was an 
irregularly-shaped pentagonal ditched en-
closure (Enclosure 1), first identified as a 
cropmark (Fig. 1C). In plan, this enclosure 
comprised four straight sides (F362, F366) 9  
and one curved side (F366). The depth and 
profile of the ditch varied, becoming gen-
erally deeper and more rounded in profile 
towards the changes in alignment and at 
the entrances. The ditch was generally U-
shaped in profile, and measured a maxi-
mum of 1.6 m in width and between 0.7 m 
and 1.2 m in depth. 

Enclosure 1 had two entrances. The northern 
entrance, located towards the western end 
of the northeast side (F366), was defined 
by two round-ended and slightly mis-aligned 
ditch terminals, positioned 2 m apart. A single 
post-hole (F379), dug on the outside of the 
eastern ditch terminal, may be the sole sur-
viving feature of an entrance structure. Both 
ditch terminals of the eastern entry-gap were 
located to the east of the excavated area, 
and no trace of any entrance structures could 
be found within the excavated area. There 
was no evidence of a third entrance, in the 
southwest corner of the enclosure, suggested 
by the cropmark evidence. 

A well (F338: Fig. 6) was located 20 m 
northeast of Enclosure 1. It was roughly 
circular in plan and measured a maximum 
of 1.5 m in depth. A shallow gully (F354), 
aligned west-east, was cut to the west of 
the well and may have been associated with 
its use. 

The group of contemporary features in 
the east of the site comprised both shallow  

field boundary ditches, and more substan-
tial ditched features. Some of these features 
were cut into the infilled gully (F401) of 
Structure 1. The field boundary ditches (F418, 
F428, F403) measured a maximum of 0.1 
m in width and depth and were cut on north-
south and east-west alignments. No rela-
tionships could be observed between the field 
boundaries at their intersections. The more 
substantial contemporary features of this 
eastern group comprised a curvilinear ditch 
(F371), which became slighter after turn-
ing westwards, and two ditches (F372: Fig. 
7, F419) cut on east-west alignments. Other 
shallow, and possibly contemporary, gulleys 
were also-cut north-south, to the south of 
ditch F371. 

Ditch F371 cut the western terminal of 
feature F419. The presence of a bank con-
structed to the south of ditches F372 and 
F419 was suggested by the recorded fill se-
quences. Evidence of later re-cutting (Phase 
3, below) was also apparent in the former 
feature. 

The ditch fills of Enclosure 1 comprised 
a dark brownclay-silt-sand. The lower, silty 
fills of the well were sealed by layers of brown 
silt-sand accumulating in the feature as a 
result of the rapid weathering and collapse 
of the unstable sides of this feature. In 
contrast, the fills of the eastern ditch group 
exhibited little sign of prolonged weather-
ing, and most appeared to have become rapidly 
infilled with occupation debris including char-
coal, except in the length of ditch F371 cut 
to the north of feature F372, where a more 
gradual process ofinfilling may be suggested. 

The early Middle Iron Age pottery from 
Phase 2 features comprised mainly simple 
rim forms. The occurrence of scored ware 
was relatively high (6% in Enclosure 1 and 
well F338, and 8% in Enclosure 1). The pottery 
fabrics from Enclosure 1 were dominated 
by sandy wares, but shelly wares predomi-
nated in ditch F372; shelly and sandy wares 
were found in approximately equal proportions 
in the contemporary ditch group in the east 
of the site. 

A curvilinear ditched boundary (F372), 
located in the northwest of the excavated 
area and cut by the northern ditch termi-
nal (F369) of Enclosure 2 (Phase 4, below), 
may be attributed to Phases 2 or 3, although 
no datable artefacts were recovered from 
the fills of the former feature. The appar-
ently regular positioning of a group of post-
holes to the east of ditch F372 may suggest 
that these defined a stockade, abutting the 
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Figure 8. Simplified plan: Phases 3; Phase 4 and unphased. 

Figure 7. Phase 2: Ditch F372.02, view 
east. (Photo: Cavanagh) 

eastern side of the ditch. The positioning 
of this stockade also suggests that it pre-
dated Enclosure 2. 

Phase 3: Later Middle Iron Age 
(Figs. 2, 4 & 8) 

The abandonment and infihling of Enclosure 
1 and other Phase 2 features was followed 
by the excavation of two adjoining ditched 
enclosures (Enclosures 3-4), which may have 
been contemporary. The defining ditches of 
these enclosures were cut into infilled fea- 

Figure 9. Phase 3: Ditch F384.02, view 
east. (Photo: Roberts) 

tures belonging to Phases 1 and 2. 
The southern, eastern and western sides 

of Enclosure 3 were defined by linear ditches 
which curved towards the changes in align-
ment. The eastern end of the northern side 
of this enclosure was defined by a re-cut 
(F454) of Phase 2 ditch F372, which also 
continued uninterrupted to the east to form 
the northern boundary of Enclosure 4 (see 
below). The definition of the remainder of 
the northern side of Enclosure 3 was probably 
obscured by the digging of a later ditch (F369: 
Phase 4) on a similar alignment. The east- 
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ern and western ditches (F384) of Enclo-
sure 3 were U-shaped in profile, while its 
southern ditch was stepped in profile (Fig. 
9) measuring 0.8 m in depth and a maxi-
mum of 1.2 m in width. 

Entrances were identified on the north-
ern and western sides of this enclosure. The 
eastern and southern ditch terminals of these 
respective entrances were identified, but no 
trace of the remaining ditch terminals or 
of any contemporary entrance structures 
had survived the subsequent excavation of 
Enclosure 2 (Phase 4, below). 

A number of ditches, shallow gulleys, a 
pit and two small hearths, backfilled with 
burnt clay, all dug within the interior of 
Enclosure 3, may have been in contempo-
rary use. 

The northern, western and southern sides 
of Enclosure 4 were fully defined (F454, F340), 
but its eastern side may have been posi-
tioned beyond the eastern limit of the ex-
cavated area. The northern side of the enclosure 
was formed by a re-cut (F454) of the Phase 
2 ditch F372. The western and southern 
ditches (F340) were cut to a regular U-shaped 
profile and measured between 1 m-1.5 m 
in width and 0.8 m in depth. There was no 
evidence of any contemporary entrance struc-
tures or of any possibly contemporary fea-
tures located within ihe interior of this 
enclosure. 

The southern ditch of Enclosure 4 (F340) 
was cut by a Phase 4 ditch (F441). The relatively 
unweathered profiles of the Enclosure 3 ditches 
suggests that they were rapidly backfilled 
with dark grey-black clay-silt after aban-
donment. In contrast, the fill sequences in 
the Enclosure 4 ditches suggest a more gradual 
infilling process as a result of weathering 
with some dumping of occupation material, 
including quantities of daub as found in the 
southern ditch (F340). 

The ditches of Enclosures 3 and 4 con-
tamed 127 and 94 sherds of pottery  respec-
tively. These assemblages may be dated to 
the later Middle Iron Age, and comprise sandy 
wares, with proto-bead and externally ex-
panded rims, including only a small pro-
portion of scored ware. 

Phase 4: Later Iron Age (Figs. 2 & 8) 

The -  fi-nal phase of Iron Age activity was rep- 
resented by the excavation of a further ditched 

enclosure (Enclosure 2), which extended 
beyond the western baulk of the excava-
tion. This enclosure was dug into a backfilled 
field-boundary (F371), which is unphased, 
but may possibly be datable to Phases 2 
or 3. 

The southern, eastern and northern sides 
of Enclosure 2 were slightly curvilinear in 
plan, the latter terminating in an enlarged 
round-ended terminal, defining the eastern 
side of a northern entry gap. The alignment 
of the presumed continuation of this northern 
side, to the west of the entrance, was ob-
scured by post-medieval disturbances (not 
illustrated). The enclosure ditch was cut to 
a V-profile, and measured an average of 1.5 
m in width and 1.0 m in depth. The sequence 
of fills suggested the ditch was originally 
complemented on its eastern side by an 
inner bank which later weathered into the 
ditch. 

There were no traces of any contempo-
rary internal features within this enclosure. 

Ditch F441, cut on a north-south align-
ment for a length of 30 m and truncating 
the southern ditch of Enclosure 3 (F340), 
may have been contemporary in use with 
Enclosure 2. No features associated with 
ditch F441, which lies to the southeast of 
Enclosure 2, could be noted. 

The fills of ditch F369 of Enclosure 2 com-
prised a dark grey-brown silt-sand-clay, which 
contained a quantity of charcoal and burnt 
clay. The pottery assemblage (274 sherds), 
included ribbed and corrugated fine-ware 
bowls, with a large proportion in sandy 
fabrics. 

Other Prehistoric Features (Figs. 2 & 8) 

Other features, including ditches and post-
holes, mainly located in the north of the 
excavated area and a field boundary to the 
west ofEnclosure 1, could not be related 
to this phased sequence, either stratigraphi-
cally or artefactually, but these features may 
also be prehistoric in date. 

Phase 5: Medieval or Post-medieval 
Features 

Traces of ridge-and-furrow cultivation, and 
disturbances caused by late post-medieval 
rubbish-pits, were also recorded, (not illus-
trated). 
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The Finds 

The Flint 
By L. Bevan 

The flint assemblage comprises a total of 
15 artefacts and 60 flakes, the majority of 
which came either singly or in very small 
groups from Phase 1-4 contexts and the 
ploughsoil. The raw material used probably 
originated from on-site gravel deposits, since 
some items have retained traces of pebble 
cortex. The flint is of a generally high quality, 
translucent beige and opaque light to dark 
grey in colour. 

With the exception of a later Mesolithic 
opposed platform core and a possibly con-
temporary end scraper, the majority of chrono-
logically diagnostic tools date to the Neolithic 
period, including a sickle fragment, an axe 
butt fragment (both unfinished), and four 
blades. Three of the blades derived from a 
Phase 1 post-hole (F346), which also con-
tamed Neolithic pottery, together with ten 
flakes, a water-rolled core and a notched 
flake. Another Phase 1 post-hole (F'342) con-
tamed both Neolithic pottery and five flint 
flakes, one of the latter being a large ir -
regularly-shaped flake with traces of retouch-
ing. Much of the Neolithic flint, originally 
light grey in colour, was patinated and iron-
stained. A fourth blade was the sole find 
from post-hole F36 1, where it had been placed 
at the base of the cut. This blade was also 
patinated and iron-stained and may have 
had a Neolithic origin. 

The Prehistoric Pottery 
By A. Woodward 

The excavations produced a total of 1382 
sherds, of which 72 were Neolithic or Bronze 
Age, 1297 were of Iron Age date and 13 were 
Roman or later. For the purposes of this 
report a preliminary survey was undertaken 
to identify the main diagnostic sherds (rims, 
bases and decorated wall sherds). The dis-
tribution of the major fabric types amongst 
the main enclosure assemblages was also 
assessed. The main aim was to establish 
any chronological or other differences be-
tween the ceramic assemblages derived from 
the various enclosures and context groups 
defined during excavation. 

The Neolithic assemblage derived from a 
group of large post-holes located in the south-
east of the excavated area: F342, F343 and 
F346. A minimum number of six Peterbor- 

ough Ware vessels and three beakers could 
be identified, the Peterborough Ware including 
vessels of both Mortlake and Fengate styles. 
The pottery dates from the late Neolithic 
period. 

Structure 1 was cut by Enclosure 3 (Phase 
3), and Structure 2 was cut by Phase 2 ditches. 
These structures contained relatively little 
pottery (totals of 38 and 23 sherds respec-
tively). Both ditches produced some sherds 
in soft black laminated fabrics with buff or 
grey surfaces, which are of Early Bronze 
Age type. In addition, one of these sherds 
from Structure 1 was decorated with an incised 
lattice motif, and one from Structure 2 bore 
a horizontal groove. The lattice-decorated 
piece may possibly have derived from a small 
Collared Urn. It should be emphasised that 
some intrusive Middle Iron Age pottery was 
also present in the fills of both Structures 
1 and 2. 

Most of the pottery was of Iron Age date. 
Forms of Early Iron Age type, such as those 
so well represented at Fengate, were totally 
absent, and the assemblages are of Middle 
and Late Iron Age date only. A large pro-
portion (64%) of the Iron Age pottery was 
found within the various enclosure ditches. 
It was distributed as follows. 

Enclosure 	 No. of sherds 

1 141 
2 274 
3 127 
4 94 

Ditch F372 196 

Most of the pottery was undecorated and 
the variation in form was not great. The main 
rim profiles noted were simple or slightly 
everted, although flattened rims, externally 
expanded examples and more developed proto-
bead rims were also present. Base angles 
were simple or protruding, both types oc-
curring throughout the assemblages. Deco-
ration fell into three groups; finger impressed 
or incised decoration on the top and outer 
edge of the rim, rough scoring of the body, 
and finally, cordon or corrugated treatment 
of the upper body wall. No incised geomet-
ric or stamped motifs are present, and the 
scored surface treatment only occurs at low 
levels (a maximum of 11 %  occurrence by 
sherd count in the Phase 2 ditch group in 
the east of the excavated area). 

The spatial distribution of these formal 
characteristics has allowed the formulation 
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of a phasing for the main enclosures and 
context groups on the site. Only one en-
closure assemblage included the ribbed and 
corrugated fine-ware bowls, and Enclosure 
2 may therefore be regarded as Late Iron 
Age. This assemblage also produced most 
of the proto-bead and externally expanded 
rim forms, and a low percentage (2.5% by 
sherd count) of scored ware. The other en-
closures whose ditch fillings produced proto-
bead and externally expanded rims were 
Enclosures 3 and 4. These also contained 
very low percentages (0-2%) of scored ware. 
Rims with incised nicks occurred in Enclosure 
4 and also in the later Enclosure 2. Enclo-
sures 3 and 4 are best ascribed to a late 
phase of the Middle Iron Age. In contrast 
to the assemblages described so far, that 
from Enclosure 1 contained the simpler rim 
forms only; there were no nicked rims and 
the occurrence of scored ware was greater 
(8%). A similar assemblage, with 6% scored 
ware and mainly simple rims, came from 
ditch F372, and the pottery from well F338 
and gully F354 also appeared similar. This 
group of enclosures and contexts probably 
dates from the earlier Middle Iron Age. The 
Phase 2 well, and ditch group in the east 
of the excavated area were also character-
ised by simple rims, and 11% scored ware; 
these also may be regarded as relatively early. 

Four main Iron Age fabric groups may 
be discerned: shell-tempered, sand-tempered, 
wares with sand and shell, and a very fine 
sandy ware. Apart from the incidence of fine 
sandy wares in the latest enclosure (En-
closure 2) no simple patterning of fabric oc-
currence through time can be demonstrated. 
Evidence from Enclosures 2, 3 and 4 might 
indicate that sandy wares replaced the shell-  
tempered fabrics as the Iron Age progressed, 
but the various early Middle Iron Age con-
text groups contained large proportions of 
sandy (Enclosure 1) or shelly wares (F372), 
or an equal mixture of the two (ditches east 
of Enclosure 4). In the earlier Middle Iron 
Age (Phase 2), fabric variation seems to re-
late more to vessel size than to chronologi-
cal period. 

The Iron Age pottery from Little Paxton 
may be matched within other known Mid-
dle and Late Iron Age assemblages from the 
East Midlands. In comparison with the pottery 
known from Northamptonshire and Lincoln-
shire, the incidence of scored ware is par-
ticularly low, and the total absence of geometric 
or curvilinear decoration of the Dragonby 
or Hunsbury types is striking. It has been  

noted that there is a tendency for vessel 
size to decrease through the Middle Iron 
Age phase, and that decorated rims are more 
characteristic of the later assemblages (Elsdon 
1993). Both these factors may be recognised 
at Little Paxton. The scored ware belongs 
to the Ancaster/Breedon group which ori gi-
nated, probably in Northamptonshire, during 
the fourth-century BC. Broadly similar as-
semblages occur at Fengate (Padholme Road 
and Cat's Water), and the Late Iron Age as-
semblage from Little Paxton Enclosure 2 also 
has good parallels at that site: Cat's Water 
Group 3 (Pryor 1984). These wheelmade 
assemblages were probably current from the 
later part of the first-century BC. Full analysis 
of this assemblage, and other Iron Age as-
semblages from subsequent excavations at 
Little Paxton, will provide an important con-
tribution to our understanding of Iron Age 
pottery usage and production within the region. 

The Animal Bone 
By S. Pinter-Bellows 

The faunal assemblage was briefly exam-
med. Only three of the features associated 
with Phase 1 Neolithic activity (F325, F342, 
F346) contained any bone, and this was a 
very small quantity. Most of this bone was 
in small fragments and the majority had 
become calcined through burning. 

Very little calcined bone was associated 
with the Iron Age features. The Iron Age as-
semblage was dominated by domestic mammal 
species; cattle and sheep/goat (both sheep 
and goat were identified as being present) 
were found in the largest numbers, with smaller 
amounts of horse and pig. None of the teeth 
examined came from elderly animals. There 
would appear to be a shortage of elements 
belonging to the feet from these species. As 
a programme of sieving was carried out it 
does not seem that they were missed dur -
ing the excavation. It is possible that this 
evidence may suggest the feet were removed 
from animal carcasses, prior to tanning of 
the hides, which may have been carried out 
elsewhere in this settlement. Future research 
will attempt to clarify this intriguing pos-
sibility. 

The condition of the bone was good ex-
cept for the assemblage from Enclosure 1. 
The bones from Enclosure 1 were uniformly 
in very poor condition; they were eroded, 
exfoliating, with a consistency of rotting wood 
and an orange-buff colour. The bones from 
ditch F372 and Enclosure 3 were observed 
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to have more signs of dog gnawing than those 
from other areas. Several single dog bones 
were found and one almost complete skel-
eton (F340). There is no reason at this time 
to place any special significance on this 
skeleton (Wilson 1992). The only other ar-
ticulated bones observed was a partial vertebra 
column with ribs from a late adolescent horse 
(F369). One feature (F383) contained a Red 
deer bone and antler fragments. 

From this brief examination, there ap-
pear to be more horse bones associated with 
this Iron Age settlement than were found 
in the Romano-British settlement complex 
previously excavated. The converse was ob-
served regarding dog bones, and at least 
two of the Romano-British dogs were of a 
larger size. A few sheep/goatjaws from the 
Romano-British features were in heavy enough 
wear to be regarded as elderly while none 
of this age were recovered from Iron Age 
contexts. 

The Environment 
By R. Roseff 

A total of 103 contexts was sampled for charred 
plant remains, involving the processing of 
231 soil samples, each of 10 litres. The samples 
were disaggregated in water and poured 
through a 300 micron sieve. The remain-
der was water-sieved through a 2 mm mesh 
and sorted by eye for small bones and ar-
tefacts. 

Preliminary analysis suggests a minimum 
total of 22 charred cereal grains were re-
covered. These were evenly distributed in 
features across the site, there being no pattern 
or concentration by feature or period, al-
though no grains were recovered from the 
Phase 2 features. The concentration of charred 
cereal grain was not high, as is suggested 
by the recovery of a total of 5 charred seeds 
from the Phase 2 ditch F372, derived from 
50 samples, each of 10 litres. Many chance 
factors lead to the deposition, preservation 
and recovery of charred plant remains on 
archaeological sites, and large quantities 
of charred plant remains would not necessarily 
be expected. Iron Age sites in particular rarely 
yield large assemblages of charred remains. 
The assemblage from this phase of excava-
tions does, however, suggest that some grain 
processing was ongoing during Phases 3-4 
of site occupation. Many contexts contained 
the blackened and apparently charred re-
mains of cleavers (Gahum aparirie), a very 
common plant of hedges, disturbed and wet  

ground. It grows everywhere today in the 
area. Modern flax seeds were also found in 
features at a depth of at least 1 .5 m below 
the present-day surface. Flax was a recent 
crop in these fields and it is interesting to 
note that small seeds can be carried to such 
a depth by natural agencies in this com-
paratively short time. This would seem to 
be a subject for consideration by 
archaeobotanists concerned with taphonomic 
processes leading to the formation of ar-
chaeological plant assemblages. It is also 
possible that the cleaver seeds were mod-
em (Gregory 1993), and this could be es-
tablished by laboratory analysis. 

The soil texture and colour from a sec-
tion cut through the Phase 2 ditch F372 
indicated that there was a possible turf line 
at about 12.39 m OD, about 1 m below the 
present-day surface. Analysis of micro-
morphological samples and particle size 
samples taken from the relevant layers should 
indicate if this was the case. In-field inter-
pretation of the whole section suggests that 
the lower part of the ditch infilled quickly 
followed by a period of slower infilling and 
a stable time (represented by a possible turf 
line). At this time the ditch would have been 
quite a substantial feature in the landscape. 
The uppermost surface layers subsequently 
slowly infilled. 

Waterlogged deposits were generally not 
present, due to the slightly higher eleva-
tion of this southwestern cropmark com-
plex in relation to the Romano-British 
settlement, and the shallower depth of the 
features at the former site. Pollen samples 
were taken, though the results from these 
are likely to be poor. 

Discussion 

Introduction 

Area excavation has transformed our un-
derstanding of this cropmark complex. In 
addition to the cropmark enclosure (Enclo-
sure 1), three further ditched enclosures (En-
closures 2-4) have been successfully identified 
and excavated. These latter were partly rep-
resented by the indistinct curvilinear 
cropmarks to the north of Enclosure 1 (Fig. 
IC). Smaller features, such as pits and post-
holes, have also been located and sampled. 
Of particular importance is the definition 
of early settlement and activity here in the 
Neolithic and Bronze Age periods, and the 
preliminary definition of four main periods 
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of activity, based on the recorded stratigraphy 
and the datable artefacts. 

Test-pitting established that the survival 
of artefacts within the ploughsoil was very 
limited, possibly due to the consistency of 
the main Iron Age fabrics here present. The 
archaeological deposits in this zone of activity 
were confined to the fillings of cut features 
dug into the subsoil. Extensive ploughing 
from the medieval period onwards may have 
eradicated all trace of any positive features 
here, and, additionally, shallower pits and 
post-holes may also have been scoured-out, 
as was suggested during the excavation of 
the Romano-British settlement to the east. 

Phase 1: Neolithic and Bronze Age 

The recovery of a few stray flint artefacts 
of Mesolithic date could suggest an early 
date for sporadic activity in the vicinity. It 
is hoped that future work in the quarry will 
elucidate the extent and nature of this early 
exploitation of the river terrace gravels. 

The discrete clusters of Late Neolithic small 
pits or post-holes and other possibly con-
temporary features are difficult to interpret 
in the absence of clearly identifiable structures. 
It is perhaps possible that at least some of 
the features forming the northern feature 
group could represent the remains of a se-
verely truncated pit-circle, measuring ap-
proximately 7 m across (e.g. Maxey 1967, 
sites lilA/B; Simpson 1985). Alternatively 
the Neolithic features may not have formed 
part of a large and coherent structure. A 
large post-setting, identified during the ex-
cavation of a ring-ditch at Diddington (Evans 
n.d.), was identified by the excavator as a 
'totem' pole, associated with cremation pits. 
Although none of the Neolithic post-holes 
excavated in this southwestern area appears 
to have been burnt in situ, burnt bone was 
present in three features belonging to this 
phase (F342-3, F'346). 

The apparently deliberate placing of flint 
artefacts in the base of some of these post-
holes also suggests their function may not 
have been solely structural. Richards & Thomas 
(1984) have noted that 'the performance of 
ritual involves formalised repetitive actions 
which may be detected archaeologically through 
a highly structured mode of deposition'. This 
deliberate placing of artefacts in post-holes 
is also recorded in features of Late Neolithic 
date at Hunstanton, Norfolk (Healy et al. 
1993), and at Barholm, Lincolnshire (Simpson 
1993). 

Evidence of widespread Bronze Age ac-
tivity on the first and second gravel terraces 
is provided by the recorded cropmarks of 
ring-ditches (Field 1974), which have also 
been similarly identified within the north-
east sector of the present quarry concession 
(Fig. lC). The size and form of Structure 1 
could suggest its interpretation as the quarry 
ditch of a small barrow, albeit heavily trun-
cated. Its excavation in straight sections, 
with slight changes in angle is a typical 
attribute of barrow quarry ditches. The absence 
of central or satellite burials could result 
from extreme plough truncation which would 
also have removed the central mound. 

The apparent positioning of a post-hole 
group within the western entry gap of Struc-
ture 1 may argue that the post-hole group 
defined an entrance structure in contem-
porary use with Structure 1. If the post-
hole group was associated with Structure 
1, the latter may have formed an eavesdrip 
gully encircling a central hut-circle. The bounds 
of such a hut structure could have been 
defined by a ring of post-holes, with the deeper-
cut post-holes at the entranceway the only 
features to survive plough truncation. 

The evidence suggests some degree of spatial 
continuity in the Late Neolithic! Early Bronze 
Age activity in this zone, while the later re -
occupation of the site in the Middle Iron 
Age may suggest this location was favoured 
because of its topography. 

Phases 2-4: Iron Age Chronology 

Present dating evidence suggests a hiatus 
in activity here between the Late Bronze Age 
and Middle Iron Age. It is tempting to su g-
gest that this abandonment may have been 
influenced by a deteriorating climate, and 
in particular, by increased rainfall which 
may have caused the periodic flooding of 
this settlement zone. The stream (Fig. lC) 
identified during the earlier investigations 
of the Romano-British settlement may have 
been in existence during the settlement of 
this southwestern zone. 

Preliminary analysis of the pottery assem-
blage suggests the re-settlement of the area 
occurred in the early Middle Iron Age and 
continued through the Middle and Late Iron 
Age. The relative absence of Roman pottery 
suggests the end of settlement or activity 
in this zone may be dated no later than the 
mid-first century AD. 

It is possible to distinguish three distinct 
phases of Iron Age activity, but the present 
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dating evidence does not indicate if site oc-
cupation in each phase was more or less 
continuous with preceding or succeeding 
activity, or was relatively short-lived. 

However, the dating evidence does high-
light significant changes in the settlement 
pattern which occurred during Iron Age oc-
cupation and activity here. 

Iron Age Settlement and Economy 

Although the individual phases of Iron Age 
occupation are characterised by marked 
changes in structural arrangements, an 
apparent element of continuity is provided 
by their location (with the possible excep-
tion of Enclosure 1), within an area which 
appears to be fairly closely-defined. 

The earliest Iron Age activity (early Mid-
dle Iron Age: Phase 2) was focused on En-
closure 1, and the area to the east of the 
enclosure. Evidence of any contemporary 
structures within Enclosure 1 may have been 
scoured-out by plough truncation. The re-
maining features of this phase comprised 
a well, a deeply-cut, 'ranch-type' boundary 
and other possibly associated ditches lo-
cated in the east of the excavated area. The 
distribution of the pottery finds within the 
infilled ditches suggests a focus of activity 
sited to the north and east of Enclosure 1; 
the ditch fills in these areas also contained 
large quantities of charcoal and other oc-
cupation debris. 

Although the re-cutting of ditch F372 in 
Phase 3 (Later Middle Iron Age) provides a 
degree of continuity with the arrangements 
of the preceding phase, the Phase 3 occupa-
tion was otherwise characterised by the ex-
cavation of two new and adjoining enclosures 
(Enclosures 3 & 4). The former contained 
traces of internal structures, including gullies, 
post-holes and hearths backfilled with red 
clay. In contrast, the interior of Enclosure 4 
was devoid of features. Enclosures 3 and 4 
may have been in contemporary use. 

The final phase (Phase 4) of Iron Age oc-
cupation was also marked by a change in 
structural arrangements, although Enclo-
sure 2 encroached slightly within the area 
of Enclosure 3 (Phase 3). Enclosure 2 was 
also devoid of internal structures, possi-
bly as a result of plough truncation. 

The plant remains recovered suggest crop 
processing occurred on site during Phases 
3-4, such remains being absent from Phase 
2 features. The bone assemblage suggests 
cattle, sheep and goats predominated among  

the domesticated animals, although dog, pig 
and horse bone were also identified. 

Conclusion (Fig. 1C) 

The excavated evidence from this southwestern 
multi-phase settlement complex may use-
fully be compared with the data from the 
other major prehistoric settlement complexes 
located within the quarry concession, al-
though the data from these latter are presently 
confined to the results of evaluation. 

The northeastern and southwestern Iron 
Age cropmark complexes alike have provided 
evidence for Bronze Age activity, which has 
also been tentatively identified in a third 
area to the north of the Romano-British set-
tlement. 

The dating evidence obtained at evalua-
tion suggests the northeastern settlement 
complex was occupied from the Early Iron 
Age, pre-dating the earliest recorded Iron 
Age occupation of the southwestern focus. 
Continued settlement is recorded in both 
zones during the Middle and Late Iron Age, 
and both settlements appear to have been 
abandoned no later than the middle of the 
first century AD. Neither settlement has provided 
strong evidence for later Roman re-settle-
ment of the Iron Age occupation zones within 
the present quarry concession. This apparent 
break in Iron Age/Roman continuity of set-
tlement is further emphasised by the com-
paratively late date of Roman re-occupation 
here, in the late second to early third cen-
tunes AD. 

Other apparent differences between the 
northeastern and southwestern settlements 
are manifested in their extent, complexity, 
and the wealth of their respective material 
culture. The southwestern zone appears to 
form a compact focus with little evidence 
obtained for outlying associated features such 
as droveways and field systems. The north-
eastern focus is more extensive, and is perhaps 
characterised by an extended range of set-
tlement forms which on present evidence 
include ditched enclosures, field-systems 
and droveways. The material culture of the 
latter zone, from which quality imported pottery 
vessels have been recovered, suggests a status 
beyond that of a mere farming settlement 
or community. The existence of two such 
complex Iron Age settlement zones will provide 
an important opportunity for the later com-
parative analysis of settlement forms, ma-
terial culture and economy, set within a broader 
multi-period landscape study. 
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